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A MESSAGE FROM
OUR HE ADTE ACHER
Here at Derby High we aim to provide more than
academic excellence; our students are given
opportunities to gain skills that prepare them for
life, develop their current interests and explore new
ones. We firmly believe in providing a rich and broad
education for life, creating opportunities to build on
an array of personal talents and aspirations. We help
pupils to discover their brilliance, support them to
excel in their passion and to celebrate that everyone
is different.
This year’s Highlights breaks new ground by
showcasing the wealth of activities, experiences
and successes over the past academic year across
the entire school, from our three year old preschool
pupils to our Sixth Formers.
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HOUSE REPORTS

ST A NDR EW
Starting the House Captain role and kicking off the
house event calendar remotely, has definitely been a
new experience! I know we will be raring to go with all
the house events when we are back at school, led by
Lydia, Purvi, and myself.
Our winner for the recent St Andrew House Kahoot quiz
was Caitlin (Year 11). I think everyone learned something
new about our house through the quiz; who knew
St Andrew is also the Patron Saint of Barbados?
One of my favourite events every year is House Dance.
It’s a great opportunity to dance, laugh and jump around
in St Andrew’s iconic line formation and this year was
no exception. We all danced to Katy Perry’s ‘Roar’, after
the Year 13 lifted Charlotte (Year 7) to the Lion King
soundtrack! A special mention to Ruby (Year 10) for
helping choreograph our routine so well. Despite the
comedic value, St Andrew didn’t win, but I think we can
all agree that it was one of our most memorable dances!

House Music is always a fun day – it’s inspiring watching
your friends perform their instruments so skilfully.
The adjudicator this year was Alexander Binns who is
the current Director of Music at Derby Cathedral, who
awarded a well-deserved Senior Musician of the Year
to Rosie (Year 13).
St Andrew performed a section of ‘A Christmas Carol’ by
Charles Dickens for House Drama. Acting to the whole
school was definitely nerve-wracking, but we were put at
ease by the audience laughing at our costumes – nobody
expected to see a silver sequinned Ghost of Christmas
Yet to Come! The rush to fit in rehearsals and gather
cast members all paid off when we heard we’d won the
People’s Choice Award, well done to our cast!

Finally, I have to mention House
Benchball where St Andrew
saw victory. The athletic ability
shown by St Andrew’s team was
mirrored in the supporters’ shouts
of encouragement. Anyone who
watched House Benchball as I did
will remember the electric
atmosphere, deafening noise and
furious flag waving in the Sports
Hall during the matches – this just
proves how supportive everyone
is in St Andrew. The other Sixth
Form St Andrew members and I
really appreciate the never-ending
enthusiasm of everyone in the house!
Thanks to Cerys and her deputies,
St Andrew had a very successful
year and we will strive to keep it up
from September.
Lucy, Year 12
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ST DAVID
As usual, St David have had a great year. It began
with the annual House Netball competition, where
both senior and junior teams played some great
netball, fighting hard and winning many of their
matches. I know a few players had to play out of
position or did not often play netball, but stepped
up anyway to support their house, capturing a real
sense of house spirit.
The next triumph for St David was their House Drama
performance. All students worked so hard, attending
practices after school and even on the weekends to pull
together what ended up being an incredible show. Last
year’s House Captain, Millie, worked equally hard to
organise everything behind the scenes, with the help
of her deputies, so much of the credit must go to them,
as they did an amazing job.

My personal highlight this year was House Dance
– unfortunately, we were not victorious, although we
took a close second place by 1 point! It was inspiring
to see students from all years putting enthusiasm into
performing and delivering a great dance despite few
practices. House Dance is certainly an event that is about
enjoying yourself despite looking a bit silly, something
which I think St David achieved this year – I definitely
had fun anyway!

Organising a Virtual Sports Day,
alongside Poppy, our Sports Captain,
and the other House Captains, has
been my first official job in this role.
Sports Day in its usual form is always
a day enjoyed by every student
and teacher, so it would have been
disappointing to miss out due to
current circumstances. Luckily, we
managed to pull together a way for
everyone from the Primary School,
the Senior School, the Sixth Form
and the staff to get involved in
Sports Day online. It was exciting to
present an event that would help
students to stay involved in the
house spirit and normal school life,
whilst giving them a chance to have
fun and stay active.
I would like to thank Millie for leading
St David so well – I have big shoes
to fill!
Caitlin, Year 12
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ST GEORGE
This year for St George has been very successful
across a range of events from baking to football,
with numerous victories.
The house was led by example by Pip and her two
deputies Ruby and Lucy.
The first event was House Baking. The wide range of
expertly decorated cakes and biscuits got the year off to
a sweet start securing the house its first victory whilst
working alongside Macmillan to raise money for one of
its coffee mornings. The next major house event was
House Drama, members of the house performed a
rendition of Georgeina and the Dragon. Whilst we did
not win, a special mention goes to the entire cast which
compromised of members from Year 7 up to Year 13
who successfully worked together to create an enjoyable
working atmosphere.

Singing and dancing proved popular with members doing
a dance to Shania Twain’s “Man! I feel like a woman!”. This
event again brought members from across the entire
house together as they worked alongside and supported
each other whilst having fun doing something they might
not have done before. Following the theme of performing
arts, House Choir was next on the list of house events
for St George to contest, whilst there may not have been
an instant connection to the song of choice, “ Don’t Stop
Believin”, as a house we came together and secured first
place against some good renditions of famous songs by
the other houses. This victory just cemented how strong
the sense of community is within the house.

Whilst we may not have been able to complete the
academic year in the traditional way, we still saw many
entries into the new digital sports day which showed the
resilience of the house members. As Ben, Ella and I take
up our new roles as Deputy House Captain and House
Captain we hope to magnify the success of the house
whilst keeping the strong sense of community that has
already proven us very capable at winning events.
Tom, Year 12

House Challenge proved very successful with victories
in both the junior and senior sections, showing how
effectively members of the house can work together to
answer some challenging general knowledge questions.
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ST PATR ICK
Despite a slightly different end to the year,
St Patrick began with an emphatic Sports Day win
at the end of the 2018/2019 academic year, truly
setting the tone for the next academic year. Under
Annie‘s house captaincy, St Patrick went on to win
many events including House Dance, House
Ensemble and House Music.
House Dance is always a fiercely fought but fun-filled
event, and our house worked so hard under Annie’s
guidance to create our winning dance to Wham!’s ‘Wake
Me Up Before You Go Go’. The whole house really pulled
together to achieve our win, and I couldn’t be prouder of
everyone for giving it their all, and proving what St Patrick
can do when put up to the challenge.

Another exciting day in the Derby High calendar is House
Music, with opportunities for everyone regardless of
their level of ability. Annie and her deputies, as well as
Head Girl Jessica on guitar, worked so hard to ensure
our House Choir and House Ensemble songs were up to
scratch before the big day, and it paid off, with a win in
House Ensemble. Despite a narrow loss in House Choir,
the efforts made by St Patrick cannot be denied, as
everyone worked incredibly hard. St Patrick’s individual
efforts of those that auditioned for House Music across
various instruments meant our points total even going
into the event was ahead of the other houses, and led to
a triumphant and well deserved win.

However, it goes without saying it isn’t all about the
winning especially due to the high level all the houses
push for, and we have had so many amazing events
across the year, including an unforgettable House
Drama, with people across all years auditioning and
making our wonderful play come to life and a very
colourful House Art. Similarly, House Debating – always
a hotly contested event – led us to a narrow second
place, but those involved worked incredibly hard to
achieve that, and everyone should be immensely
proud of their achievements. We were sad to see some
house events disrupted by Covid but I know that they
will be fought over just as competitively next year.
Finally, a massive thank you goes to Annie and her two
deputies, Laura and Sasha, as well as all those in Upper
Sixth who helped create St Patrick’s successes, as they
truly made an unforgettable year.
St Patrick is a group of girls and boys I am immensely
looking forward to leading next year, and hopefully
continuing our many wins! So I can’t wait to get started!
K atie, Year 12
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I have been incredibly proud and honoured to lead our
Primary department throughout this last year, under
the most extraordinary circumstances. In September,
the joy of over 220 pupils, beaming with happiness and
excitement as they arrived after the summer holiday, was
a delight to see. The kindness of our existing pupils in
welcoming the new additions to our primary family was
no surprise as they radiate friendliness and positivity in
our school every day.
And so the year began! Our pupils demonstrated,
through the exciting opportunities planned by our
incredible Primary team, a passion and thirst for learning
that highlighted why so many families choose Derby High
School. The warmth and inclusivity is embedded but
more importantly, the curiosity for learning is wonderful
to observe. The vast array of trips, rehearsals, house
events and outstanding performances were, as always,
further opportunities to celebrate the wider aspirations
of our pupils across primary.
As ‘lockdown’ arrived, our pupils certainly highlighted
our ‘Thinking 4 Learning’ ethos, demonstrating resilience
and metacognition beyond their years! Staff were
overwhelmed by how our pupils embraced remote
learning, determined to give their very best. The
excellent progress they have made is testament to the
outstanding work ethic our pupils have.
In the final few weeks we were able to invite our Primary
family to return to share some time with their friends
before the next part of their journey begins. We were
so excited for their return. To hear chatter and laughter
around school was a delight! I would like to wish our
Year 6 pupils our best wishes in their education as
senior pupils.
September brings a new chapter to our Primary
department at Derby High School. Mr Harper, our new
Head of Primary and I, have had many meetings in which
I have shared how proud I am of our pupils, and he is
really looking forward to joining our fabulous school.
I for one, can’t wait to work alongside Mr Harper as his
Assistant Headteacher.
Mrs Youngman
Acting Head of Primary
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PRIMARY

R ECEPTION
PRIMARY

THE WR ENS

Reception have had an amazing
and exciting year. Circus week was
one of our highlights, where the
children learnt many circus skills,
including juggling and balancing a
feather on their finger. They also
pretended to tight rope walk and
be super strong weightlifters.
We also enjoyed our trip to Derby
Theatre to watch “Little Red Riding
Hood”. The children were fascinated
when the actors changed roles
and entertained them; they loved
wearing different headdresses
throughout the show.

THE WRENS HAVE BEEN AC TIVE…
…finding ways to challenge themselves, come rain
or shine – jumping, travelling, balancing. They have
managed their own risks and found ways of initiating
their own learning through the guidance of the Wrens’
staff. The Wrens have enjoyed such a variety of physical
activities this year from yoga, to dancing and also riding
bikes with Cycle Derby.

Later on in the year the children were
enthusiastic to bring in their own
suitcase, packed with essential items
to visit hot and cold destinations.

They delighted in taking flight with
Pilot Hyland and Air Hostess Foster.
Our biggest highlight was Farmer
Day, which saw the arrival of our
duckling eggs. The children watched
in amazement as our eggs hatched
and our beautiful ducklings emerged.
The children loved watching them
grow, handling them and teaching
them how to swim.
We are so proud of all of the
Reception children, they have all
flourished, and become delightful
and independent children, ready for
their new adventure in Year 1.
Mrs Foster and Miss Hyland

THE Y HAVE BEEN CRE ATIVE…
…the children have created pieces of work using a
range of materials, textures and colours. They have
experimented with building models using different
construction and their imaginative play is so creative.
The Wrens love to make up games together in the role
play and small world, they can now take turns and listen
and respond to each other and the staff really well.

THE Y HAVE LE ARNT ABOUT THE WORLD
AROUND US…
…whether it be an autumn walk to the park, learning
circus skills, taking part in a Chinese banquet or searching
for minibeasts, the children have gained so many skills
and so much knowledge this year. They even had a really
good go at using chopsticks – which shows how their fine
motor skills have progressed. Wrens love to learn!
Mrs Courtney-Hale
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PRIMARY

Y E AR ONE
The 2019 -20 academic year got
off to a flying start. The children
in the Thrushes class began
the autumn term with a topic
entitled ‘if you go down to the
woods today…’ the children were
given the opportunity to explore
the school grounds and learn
about the range of plants and
animals that can be found in our
local environment. They made
their own mini beasts, went on a
bear hunt and visited Rosliston
Forestry Centre to further their
skills in shelter building and
making campfires.
Our history focus was on how
schools have changed over time.
The children enjoyed interviewing
Mr Dhillon and comparing his
school life to that of their own.

PRIMARY
We had so many fun activities this year,
here’s just a few of them!
• Christmas play
• Sparkly for Children in Need
• Making Christingle and our
Christmas service
• Derby Theatre Christmas Carol
• Visiting St Peter’s Church with Miss Shore
• I Spy the London Eye
• The human body and the five senses
• The Great Fire of London
Well done Year 1, it’s been a fantastic year!

Y E AR T WO
Year 2 have had a wonderful year full of excitement,
inspired learning and fulfilling experiences and have
worked exceptionally hard to develop their Thinking for
Learning skills. They have worked on fascinating topics
about Florence Nightingale, locations around the World
and the human body. Their work on the topic ‘Amazing Me’
was brilliantly consolidated during an action packed visit
to Thinktank in Birmingham where they were able to track
food through the digestive system, test out their senses
and come face to face with a dinosaur skeleton.

Mrs Dowell

They particularly enjoyed studying ‘Rainforests’ and ‘Polar
Lands’ and finding out about these two breath-taking,
contrasting locations. Our understanding of the rainforest
was strengthened during a trip to the Tropical Butterfly
House in Sheffield where the children got first-hand
experience of the climate and live inhabitants of a real
rainforest – an experience which they will never forget.
During the festive period, the children were entertained
when they visited Derby Theatre to watch the production
of ‘A Christmas Carol’ and this certainly inspired them to go
on and play the lead roles brilliantly in the Infant Christmas
production ‘Everybody Loves a Baby.’ There are definitely
some future stars in the making!
We have watched the children grow and develop in many
ways throughout the year and couldn’t be prouder of
everything that they have achieved. Great job Year 2!
Mrs Trindell and Mrs Cureton
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PRIMARY

PRIMARY

Y E AR
THR EE

Y E AR FOUR
This year has been an incredible one filled with terrific trips, amazing
adventures and lively learning! First, we travelled back in time to explore
Ancient Greece. Across the term, we built and raced chariots, tasted
traditional Greek cuisine and tempted tourists with our ancient and modern
Greek guides. The fun didn’t stop there as we flew into the magical wizarding
world of Harry Potter! After accepting their place at Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry, the children ventured onto the sets of Harry Potter
at the Warner Brothers Studio. Having caught the snitch, made their potions
and climbed off their broomsticks, the children were transported back in
time to the Rotten Romans. Donning their military uniforms, the children
completed their military boot camp allowing them to be part of the Roman
legionaries. As the mighty force, the children learnt about how to invade
other countries and how to beat the strongest opponents such as Boudicca.
Studying the Roman gods through myths and legends, the children created
top trump cards to pit one god off against the next! What a wonderful year.

Year 3 got off to an incredible start
learning about Roald Dahl and
studying his book ‘Fantastic Mr Fox!’
They then celebrated ‘Roald Dahl Day’,
where the children came into school
dressed as their favourite Roald Dahl
character. Later on that term they
continued their fun topic by going
on a trip to the Roald Dahl Museum
in Great Missenden. The children
enjoyed a short walk around the
village in which Roald Dahl grew up,
exploring some of the buildings that
inspired him in his stories, including
the library from ‘Matilda’. They then
took part in a variety of practical
workshops, including how to edit
their own work as Roald Dahl would
have done, investigating ‘gobblefunk’
words from his books and visiting
various rooms within the museum
and dressing up.

Miss Bailey and Mrs Coward

Later in the year, Year 3 had a very successful first residential trip to
Chasewater. The trip was to support and enhance work in their Stone Age
History topic, as well as introduce children to a residential experience. On
arrival at Chasewater, the children were transported back to 12000BC to take
on the role of Stone Age man within the Palaeolithic period of the Stone Age.
The children were extremely excited to explore how man created fire, and the
tools he used to hunt and gather food to survive. The children lit fires, cooked
bread on the fire and even tasted Stone Age style soup. They then created
Stone Age jewellery using pump drills, saws and different materials from
around Chasewater.
Overall Year 3 have had a fantastic year with lots of exciting learning!
MR GOULD, MISS SHORE AND MRS EARP
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Year 5 have had an incredibly busy
year, beginning in the Autumn Term
by blasting off to the National Space
Centre and learning about all things
earth and spacey! We particularly
enjoyed our visit to the Planetarium
and understanding constellations.
Football fans enjoyed a tour of
Pride Park stadium as part of our
Global Education Project. We were
treated to a wonderful workshop
and performance day by the Young
Shakespeare Company and produced
some incredible writing and drama
performances!
We continued the year by travelling
right back to the Victorian times with
our Victorian School Day and visiting
the Black Country Living Museum,
visiting a real Victorian School and
watching a chain maker in action. As
part of our cross-curricular learning,
we discovered fractions through
cakes and created some amazing

PRIMARY

PRIMARY

Y E AR FIV E

Y E AR SIX

Animal Projects, using our Peak
District topic and the book ‘The Lost
Words’ for inspiration.
We developed our biking skills by
undertaking a course on Bikeability,
in partnership with Cycle Derby.
Learning how to safely ride on the
road and the manoeuvres needed,
were the focus of just some of
the sessions.
We ended the year with the book
study ‘The Firework Maker’s
Daughter’ by Philip Pullman, creating
amazing fire grottos, spectacular
firework-makers and designing
incredible firework displays!
What a busy year, well done,
Year 5!
Dr Evans-Bolger
and Mr Horne

Year 6 started their year by delving
into the fascinating history of Derby;
being able to walk through Derby’s
history on a series of learning walks
has remained one of the highlights
of the year.
In the Spring Term, Year 6 thoroughly
enjoyed finding out what life was
like for children during World War 2.
A highly enjoyable day of drama
and dance, as well as a trip to the
working farm at Tatton Park, were
the highlights of the term.
Despite unforeseen interruptions
during the Summer Term, Year 6
continued to work with interest and
produced a wealth of outstanding
project work. Being able to return to
school for the final half term was a
well-deserved reward. The children
were able to make use of this
opportunity to create unforgettable
memories and to produce their
leavers’ video and year book.
Mrs Swainston
and Mrs Hamilton
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PRIMARY

HOUSE MUSIC
On Valentine’s day, Friday 14th February, the air
was filled with the love of music as the finals of the
Primary House Music competition took place.
Finalists in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 performed as soloists
in the strings, piano, woodwind, brass and drum kit
categories, entertaining us with a wide range of music
from classical to pop. The audience was very impressed
with the confidence of the children. Equally impressive
were the performers who displayed great collaboration
skills by bringing duets and small ensemble pieces
to the stage. The standard was extremely high and
our adjudicator, Elizabeth Jack, was very constructive
with her comments and positive with her feedback.
We thank her for being such an encouraging judge
and for the music stands she donated to the primary
school as a gift. Joint winners of the lower junior house
music finals were Emilie and Matilda and the overall
upper junior House Music winner was Charlotte.
Congratulations to all winners and to all performers
who took part in the finals and in the heat stages of
the competition.

PRIMARY

UPPER JUNIOR

HOUSE CHOIR COMPETITION

CHOIR

All junior children participated
in the house choir event,
having worked hard under
the leadership of their house
captains and staff to perfect
songs and movements with a
rock and pop theme this year.
St George dazzled the audience
with “Firework”, St Patrick rocked
with “Rockstar”, St Andrew kept
the room rocking with “Rockin’ all
over the world” and St David took
the house choir trophy with their
rendition of “Eye of the Tiger”.
The overall winners with the
most points in the House Music
competition 2020 were St Andrew.

The upper junior choir had a very
busy season, receiving outstanding
comments from adjudicators at the
Intu choir competition and Burton
Vocal Festival. The choir were
fantastic ambassadors for Derby
High School and we are very proud
of them. Well done.

Mrs Lesley

Mrs Lesley

CHR ISTM A S CONCERT
Christmas bells were ringing out at
the Junior Christmas Concert on 11th
December 2019. Excitement was
in the air as each year group took
to the stage to perform Christmas
songs along with performances
by the upper and the lower junior
choirs, the orchestra, ukulele club,
boomwhackers, recorder and flute
ensembles in the first half. After the
interval, the whole junior school
came together to perform the
production Bells Ring Out. Years 3, 4
and 5 made a powerful chorus with
Year 6 playing the lead roles, singing
solos and providing the narrations of
the Christmas story. Well done to all
for a fabulous performance.
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I have loved Derby High School for 14 years
and this year, a period of such unprecedented
challenges, has made me more proud than
ever of our school community.
The year began, as every year does, with a
buzz of excitement around seeing friends
after a long summer, starting new courses
and signing up for the usual array of trips,
visiting speakers, rehearsals and house
events. There was one difference, this
September, in that we welcomed boys to
the school for the first time in Derby High’s
history, as part of our journey to offering a
world-class education to as many students
as possible. It is a mark of Derby High’s warm
and inclusive ethos that this was seamless.
And then...lockdown! As we always say, the
difference between obstacle and opportunity
is attitude. The ‘can do’ attitude of Derby
High teachers towards the almost overnight
shift to remote learning was inspiring. The
result has been that students have not only
continued to make progress but have, in so
many cases, excelled. I read, watch and view
a lot of student work and what has been
fascinating is seeing how Derby High students
have changed as learners, becoming more
confident in organising their time, making
independent decisions and thinking creatively
about how they are working rather than just
what they are studying. This outstanding
personal and educational development is one
they will carry forever. Derby High aspirations,
Derby High attitude – the sky is the limit!

SENIOR

SENIOR

HIGHLIGH T S 2 019/ 2 02 0

Miss Jordan
Deputy Head
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THE ARTS

A-LE VEL FINE ART

GALLERY

1 Mahnoor, Year 13
2 Mahnoor, Year 13

2

3 Amy, Year 13

2

1

1

3

HOUSE ART

3

GALLERY
2

1 Suzanna, Year 11
2 Ruby, Year 10

4

3 Charlotte, Year 11

2 Chandni, Year 9
St David
People’s Choice Winner

4 Aimee, Year 11
5 Adi, Year 11
6 Amy, Year 11

3

GCSE
FINE ART

5

GALLERY
26

1 Libby, Year 9
St Patrick
6th Form Scholar’s
Choice 1st Place

6

1

3 Eleanor, Year 9
St David
People’s Choice
Runner Up

The theme for this year’s House Art competition was ‘Environment’.
It was open to pupils of all age groups in the Senior school and we
even had a few staff entries this year too. Students and staff viewed
the amazing work in the Art gallery and voting for their favourites.
The overall winners were St Patrick.
Mrs Martin-Smith
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DESIGN A ND
TECHNOLOGY

A-LE VEL FIRST
YE AR TE X TILES

GALLERY

It has been an exciting year in Design and Technology
– we have invested in a laser cutter, and redeveloped
our schemes of work so pupils are making really good
use of the new technologies available at Derby High.
Our Year 7s have made an excellent start, developing
their materials knowledge through making a desk lamp
and its electronic circuit. In Year 8 and Year 9 pupils were
encouraged to identify and respond to a design problem
at home, producing an impressive range of storage
solutions. Year 9 experienced a trip to the fabulous
Harley Gallery, where they got hands on with some
great automata and of course Year 11 were focussed on
designing and producing a prototype for their Non Exam
Assessment. As a new member of staff, I have been
impressed with the enthusiasm and fabulous work ethic
of our pupils and I believe you can see this enthusiasm
in the fantastic outcomes displayed on this page!

1

2

1

Mrs Ince

3
5

2

1 Sophie, Year 12

3

2 Sophie, Year 12
3 Sophie, Year 12
4 Emily, Year 12

4

5 Emily, Year 12

6

6 Emily, Year 12

A-LE VEL GR APHIC
COMMUNIC ATION

4

GALLERY

4

1 Year 7
2 Year 11
3 Year 10

1 Izi, Year 13

2

2 Izi, Year 13
3 Sasha, Year 13
4 Sasha, Year 13
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1

6

4 Year 8
5 Year 9

3

6 Year 11

5
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PHOTOGR APHY
COMPETITION 2019
THEME: Close–Up

2

1

THREE CATEGORIES: Key Stage 3,
Key Stage 4 & 5
and staff

CH AR LIE
A ND THE

4

CHOCOL ATE
FACTORY

LOWER SCHOOL
PRODUC TION 2019

3
1 KS3 Winner
Eleanor, Year 9
2 KS3 Highly Commended
Alexandra, Year 7

5

6

A BIG WELL DONE TO EVERYONE THAT TOOK PART!

THE LION, “
WITCH

THE
A ND THE

WAR DROBE
UPPER SCHOOL
PRODUC TION 2019

3 KS4 & 5 Winner
Grace, Year 12
4 KS4 & 5 Highly Commended
Sora, Year 11
5 Staff Winner Mr Quichaud
6 Staff Highly Commended
Mr Dodson

While the final performances of the whole school production sadly
couldn’t go ahead as planned this year, the incredible direction from
Mrs Supran and Mrs Smith for ‘The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe’
must be recognised as they led such exciting and fun rehearsals.
I loved playing Peter and working closely with other students, as
well as offering suggestions in helping Mrs Supran and Mrs Smith.
Clara, Annette, Georgina and I played the four children and got on
so well and it was such a pleasure getting to know them more as well
as other members of the cast and crew. Mrs Supran and Mrs Smith
made rehearsals so fun and enjoyable for everyone and on behalf
of the whole cast, I can say how appreciative we are for all of their
amazing hard work! I encourage everyone who enjoys performing
or equally helping backstage, to take part in productions because
they’re so much fun, it’s a great opportunity to get to know others
in different year groups and they’re always a highlight of the year.

As this year’s drama prefects,
Shantia and I directed the Lower
School Production of ‘Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory’. From auditioning
and casting in June to the night of the
show in October, it was an absolute
pleasure working with the incredibly
talented Key Stage 3 cast and
crew. Overall, our rehearsal period
spanned only six weeks and we were
excited to take on the challenge to put
on the show in such a short amount
of time. I’m so grateful to have had
the opportunity to direct a play with
such a hard working and enthusiastic
cast and every member of the cast
and crew should be incredibly proud
of themselves! I thoroughly enjoyed
directing and it was surreal to have
this role, as it only seemed like
yesterday since I myself was in Key
Stage 3 as a cast member in Lower

School Productions. On opening
(and closing) night as the cast
and crew were waiting backstage
with both nerves and excitement
kicking in, we were made aware that
extra seats were needed as tickets
were selling out, while supporting
students, family and friends eagerly
arrived. We felt that the play was
successful and the pure joy and
excitement from the cast was the
best feeling! Shantia and I couldn’t be
prouder of our wonderful Key Stage 3
cast and crew. We also couldn’t have
done the production without the
amazing help from Mrs Supran, Mrs
Bussey and Mrs Martin-Smith and
we’re so thankful for their time and
thought that went into the show!
Lucy, Year 12

Lucy, Year 12
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VISITING AUTHOR S
1

JIM K AY

2

Jim Kay, illustrator of the beautiful
full colour Harry Potter books,
visited Derby High School on Monday
12th October, to talk to us about
his journey as an artist, bringing to
life this iconic series. His talk was
full of warmth and humour and for
someone so talented he was very
self-deprecating.
We learnt that Jim was born in
Derbyshire and that he used
furniture he saw at Calke Abbey as
part of Hagrid’s Hut. There is also
a picture inspired by Joseph Wright
that appears in his latest book.
The evening was full of primary and
secondary students, parents, alumni,
staff, invited guests and external
visitors. Cupcakes were devoured to
give energy while the book signing
queue stretched through the library
and into the hall.

HIL ARY
MCK AY

Author Hilary McKay treated pupils
to a special visit on Thursday 5th
December. To end Year 7’s Reading
Week Hilary came to meet pupils
and see their cross curricular
activities based on her book ‘A Time
of Green Magic’.
The Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize
winner and winner of Whitbread
Children’s Book Award gave our
students a real insight into how she
created the characters for her book.
Hilary talked the audience through
the conversations that she had with
her characters as she let them help
her to tell their story.

You always know that an event has
been a good one when the students
are begging for copies of the visiting
author’s books. Lisa Williamson
was a very motivational and
warm speaker who seems to truly
understand the way that teenagers
think and what they need to help
them to understand a great deal
about themselves.
Lisa visited us on 29th January and
talked the students through her
painfully shy school days to her
leap into the performing arts and
then back to her love of writing.
A wonderful morning.

THE SECOND MEETING
By Saffron, Year 9

The D’Urbervilles’ fields were rolled out across the valley below
Tess, sheep dotted across them like small, wispy clouds. Here and
there shepherd’s caravans sat among them, dark and crooked
shapes blending into the hillsides. The sky had earlier been bright
and open with the sun sparkling on the rivers that winded across
the landscape. Now, however, there were dense clouds and
mist stretching to the horizon. The air was still warm and close,
pressing despite Tess’ best efforts with her hand and hat.

THE GOLDEN E AGLE

She made her way up the track, no longer caring much about her
skirt dragging in the dust. As she reached the house, her eyes
were fixed on her feet and her mind on her bed. She did not notice
the cart that had just pulled up to the house, slightly unevenly.
Nonetheless, the driver of the cart had noticed her. He stepped
into her path as she came toward him, arm outstretched and
smile bright.

Majestically flying out of sight
exploring his vast surroundings

Tess had been avoiding Alec D’Urberville ever since their first,
unpromising encounter. He was a shadow at the edge of her mind,
always lurking despite her best attempts to push him away. In
physical form he was just as unyielding.

Looking down at the Magical view
with nothing but the sound of the
gentle breeze blowing back in his face

By Ruhma, Year 7

Exploring from heights with beady
keen eyes always alert

“I’m awfully sorry, sir,” she forced her voice flat and her gaze some
two feet to the left of him. “I’ve got to get past to the coops.”

Flying like an aeroplane he glides
swiftly he slides from hills to the
crashing waves of the pure blue ocean

“Ah Tess, is that any way to treat a friend? We surely became very
well acquainted last time we met.” His smile was still wide and his
attitude open and cordial. Tess twisted her fingers into the fabric
of her skirt and did her best to keep her voice and stature steady.

Flying elegantly into the night sky he
took in all his surroundings one last
time before perching back

“Really sir I must insist you let me go, it’s late in the day and it
looks like rain. I must get to the chickens.”

1
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LISA
WILLIAMSON

Mrs Bussey

1

2

3

CR EATIVE
WR ITING

on the hands of stranger whom he
knows no more than you and I ...

D’Urberville’s smile stiffened at that and he dipped his head a little
closer to her. Tess came very close to breathing a sigh of relief as a
voice rang out from the house as he did so. His mother, it seemed,
was calling for him. He became alert at that, smile fading and
posture straightening. Tess took her chance and stepped carefully
around him, watching as he moved away from the corner of her
eye. Her steps were even as she crossed the garden and rounded
the fence, though it took all of her resolve to not break into a run.

3
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IF I WA S A BIR D
By Sophia, Year 7

If I was a bird, I would be a... Twitterati, glitterati goldfinch
Slim and trim with a striking face, no feather out of place
Stylish and skilful crafter, star quality feeder
You might say bird royalty, with wings flashing like a flame
Their brilliant broad yellow wing bars, crimson, white
and black band, flutter in the wind
It’s a perfect perfectionist

E VA C U EE D I A RY
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GCSE FOOD
A ND NU TR ITION

The GCSE Food and Nutrition
group had three months to
research everything there is to
know about fibre and plan a three
course meal, squeezed into a 20
page essay. These recipes then
had to be modified to increase the
fibre content alongside keeping
it a healthy and balanced meal.
Besides becoming an expert on
the topic, I most enjoyed this
process of planning menus and
modifying their nutritional value.
Several weeks of practising dishes
and cutting and sticking of the
extensive time plans later, we had 3
hours to prepare, cook and present
our three dishes; alongside a clean
work bench of course! This was
followed by a taste test from some
voluntary teachers which enabled
us to evaluate and conclude our
project. Although very challenging,
it was still enjoyable and a great
relief to have already ticked off 50%
of our GCSE by February!
K ate, Year 11
GCSE

A ND NUTR ITION
YEAR 9
SUSTA INA BILIT Y
A ND FOOD
PRODUCTION

At the beginning of lockdown, Year 9
students had already been working
on Sustainability Issues in Food
Production and the food shortages
which occurred and the changes to
our shopping habits became a reality
for every family in the UK. Students
wrote their own fascinating and
thoughtful accounts based on
these experiences.

Zara, Year 8

“

Due to the current situation, the
global pandemic, everything has been
affected – produce, selling/buying
products, working, school, society, life.
Everything has changed; even simple,
daily activities are becoming difficult
– one of the most affected areas being
the production and purchasing of
food. Panic and fear have risen, as we
discover that there have been food
shortages for the first time since the
rationing of the Second World War. As
a result of this worrying news, society
– driven by fright and alarm – has
commenced hoarding and panicbuying excessive amounts of food.
Aisles and shelves in supermarkets
have been deserted, completely bare,
and tensions are high as mild rationing
has begun. However, currently, every
household is handling quarantine,
shopping and life differently – every
family has different ideas and
techniques when shopping for food.
Daisy, Year 9

GCSE

George, Year 7

In conclusion I think that this
experience has helped us become
healthier and also waste less food.
I feel lucky that I still have access to all
this food and that these differences
haven’t been too dramatic.

Emma, Year 8

Y E A R 8 WOR LD
FOOD PROJECT

As part of their Year 8 Food rotation,
students were able to research a
country of their own choice and find
out all about different food cultures.
Countries from Mexico to Thailand
were studied and after preparing
their own recipes, some amazing
dishes were produced. This was
extended to look at colourful street
food from around the world including
Chilli Paneer (Priya) and Sushi (Zara)
while Emma made Bagels which are
a challenge, even for professional
bakers. Well done Year 8.

Y E A R 7 R ESE A RCH,
DESIGN A ND M A K E
A SNACK BA R

This term, Year 7 Food and Nutrition
and Design and Technology worked
together on a new co-curricular
project to research, design, make
and market a new Snack Bar aimed
at teenagers. They found out how
companies use graphics to attract
customers, what must legally be
on packaging, modified their own
snack bar recipe and produced the
wrappers. Move over The Apprentice!
Mrs Davies

Xenia, Year 9
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MODER N FOR EIGN
L A NGUAGES

SPA NISH LOR ENTES TR IP
On Thursday, we had the pleasure of visiting Lorentes, a Spanish tapas
bar located on Friar Gate, Derby, known for its delicious dishes. Señora
Martinez booked out the whole restaurant just for us, with both A level
sixth form classes and Year 11 GCSE class sharing the main dining area.
This great opportunity to explore the culture allowed us to experience
the tastes of traditional Spanish plates, such as patatas bravas, paella,
pan con tomate and tortilla, which were all to die for. Meanwhile we
also improved our language skills, as we were under very strict orders
to not speak in English all evening.
As well as this, the trip allowed us to experience the authentic beauty
and art of tapas. Traditionally, in Spain, tapas provide a social scene,
whereby the variety of dishes are shared amongst a group of people in
order to engage them in conversation. It plays such a huge role in the
Spanish society that they even use the verb tapear, which means to go
and eat tapas.

WILLKOM MEN,
BIEN V ENIDO, BIEN V ENUE!
We have had another busy year in the MFL department and, as ever,
have thoroughly enjoyed all of the language events that have taken place.
From culinary delights, such as our yearly Tapas Evening at Lorentes in
Derby and our MFL bakeoff for Macmillan coffee morning and our fashion
shows along with celebrations of key dates in the German, French and
Spanish calendars.
Here are some of our highlights from this year and we look forward to
many more in the next academic year! Thanks to all the students who
took part in these events! Danke, Merci, Gracias!

SA NK T
NIKOL AUS DAY
Sankt Nikolaus day is celebrated
on December 6th in Germany and
Austria. Children put out their shoes
the night before, hoping they will
be filled with goodies by the next
morning. Year 8 and Year 9 made
shoes in their lessons to see if Sankt
Nikolaus would bring them anything!

Miss Kelliher
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SENIOR

HOUSE MUSIC FINALS

HOUSE CHOIR
COMPETITION

On Tuesday 3rd March we were very fortunate to
welcome Alexander Binns from Derby Cathedral to
adjudicate our House Music competition final. It was
a full day of music making and he was very impressed
with the high standards of performance. There was
a wide variety of classes and musical genres to enjoy,
including solo instrumental categories of woodwind,
string, brass, piano and drum kit. The vocal categories
offered a broad range of repertoire and styles
including classical music, musical theatre and pop.
Talented composers performed their own pieces in
an increasingly popular composition section and the
ever popular ensemble categories of instrumental
and vocal duets and vocal ensembles rounded up the
performances of the House Music competition. The
cup for the individual overall intermediate musician
of the year was awarded to Lucy (Year 9) and the cup
for individual overall senior musician of the year was
presented to Rosie (Year 13). A special commendation
was made to Kate (Year 13) for an outstanding
performance in the senior piano category.

The House Choir competition involves every student in the Senior
School at Derby High. The House Captains did a wonderful job of
preparing their choirs, making it very difficult for Mr Binns to choose
a winner. He awarded the shield for best House Choir this year to
St George and the overall winners of the House Music cup with a
total of 164 points were St Patrick.
Congratulations go to all winners and thank you to all finalists for
a wonderful day of music.
Mrs Lesley

Mrs Lesley
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DERBY HIGH SCHOOL AND
DERBY GR AMMAR SCHOOL

CHR ISTM AS CONCERT

16 th JOINT CHOR AL
SOCIET Y CONCERT

There was a festive atmosphere at the Senior Christmas Concert held
on 16th December. The programme was varied and included impressive
performances from the many musical ensembles at Derby High School.
The symphony orchestra, senior, intermediate and chapel choirs, wind
band, string quartet, sax quartet, flute choir, jazz band, barber shop
choir and percussion ensemble were joined by vocal soloists Lucy
and Rosie and cellist Betty in an evening of enjoyable music making.
Congratulations to all performers for a fantastic concert.
Mrs Lesley

We enjoyed a stunning evening of
music on Saturday 7th March at Derby
Cathedral for the 16th Derby High School
and Derby Grammar School Joint Choral
Society Concert. There were outstanding
solo performances by Hannah, Fiona,
Betty, Grace and Rosie. It was a pleasure
to see Derby High students performing
at such a high standard and expressing
themselves with such maturity and
musicianship. Congratulations to all of
them. The intermediate and chapel choir
sounded beautiful as they performed
songs by Vivaldi and Rutter whilst being
accompanied by the stunning orchestra.
The choral society, vocal soloists and
orchestra were conducted by Mr Marshall
in a stirring performance of Haydn’s
Nelson Mass. Thanks go to all involved for
bringing together a memorable evening
of music and a real highlight of the year.
Mrs Lesley
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GEOGR APHY

ROYA L GEOGR A PHIC A L
SOCIET Y COMPETITION
YE AR 12

PE A K DISTR ICT TR IP

Year 12 Geographers enjoyed a great day in the
Peak District National Park on the 13th March,
investigating the water and carbon cycles in
Peat Moorland. We were one of just ten schools
granted access to a Site of Special Scientific Interest
near Stanage Edge to examine the value of this
landscape as a carbon sink. Did you know that the
UK’s peat stores over one hundred times more
carbon than the UK’s forests? In some places our
groups measured carbon over 3 metres deep,
meaning that the soil they were probing was
formed over 3,000 years ago. All students worked
really effectively in teams and will put the skills
learned to use in their Independent Investigations.
Mr Gallagher
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Year 9

Winner:
Sophia

Winner:
Su

Winner:
Tabitha

Runner up:
Ella

Runner up:
Morgan

Runner up:
Olivia

Year 7 Winner

Connie, Year 11

Year 8

Year 8 Winner

The Iceland trip was my favourite
school trip. We visited some
amazing places, such as the
spectacular waterfalls which were
truly incredible. I learnt a lot,
which was an added bonus. It was
really interesting to learn about
the geothermal power when we
visited the local geothermal power
station. We visited many water
falls and a spectacular glacier,
these we had learnt about at
school. We also went to the Hard
Rock Cafe in Reykjavik which was
pretty cool! My favourite parts of
the trip were visiting the lagoon
(which we swam in) and visiting the
volcanic beach where there was a
causeway. It was an awesome trip,
Thanks to Mrs Roe, Miss Riley and
Mr Williams for accompanying us
and Mr Gallagher for organising it!

Year 7

Year 9 Winner

GEOGR A PH Y TR IP
TO ICEL A ND

In Geography, all of KS3 worked on entries for the Royal
Geographical Society ‘Young Geographer of the Year’
competition. Given the lockdown, the theme this year
was ‘The World Beyond My Window’, with students
encouraged to investigate their nearby surroundings
(although some used their imagination and looked
through a metaphorical window at places around the
world). Rather than just submit the work to the Royal
Geographical Society, we decided to also stage an internal
Derby High School contest. The standard was incredibly
high, meaning that it took hours of deliberation to decide
upon the following list of winners and runners up:
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HUMANITIES

C AR SINGTON WATER

HISTORY

“

Carsington was amazing! I tried things that I have never done before.
My favourite things were raft building and bike riding.
Harmony

“

“

The Carsington trip
was a great team
building experience.

I loved Carsington so, so
much and would definitely
recommend it to the
next Year 7. It was an
experience of a lifetime
and I got to build so many
stronger friendships.

George

Beth

“

R EFLECTION FROM OUR
NEW HISTORY PR EFECT

“

History is often overlooked as a
subject; this can be based on the
false preconception that history
is a fixed set of facts. However,
current events have proven this to
be untrue. History is creative, ‘facts’
are malleable, there is no greater
power than being able to interpret
and present the past. This is why
history as a subject is so important,
and is also what I am hoping to show
people as history prefect. The dates
are completely arbitrary, and a lot of
the time counter factual history is far
more influential - the fact that these

statements may seem shocking
is exactly why a greater emphasis
needs to be placed on the study of
history. I created the role of history
prefect in order to give students
more power over the history they
learn, the curriculum is restricted by
time, but by delivering assemblies
on the histories chosen by students,
and inviting discussion on a range of
historical themes, I hope to increase
participation and engagement in
history. It is a cliché, but it’s true,
learning about our past helps us to
better understand the world we live

I loved Carsington. It was one of my favourite
trips, they were all so friendly and I enjoyed all
the group activities. It was worth getting wet
and muddy.

“

I enjoyed jumping into the water.

Sophia T

Y E A R 7 A ND 8 HISTORY

Callum

“

“

I really enjoyed Carsington – all the activities
were really fun, especially the raft building.
Alexandr a

in today. In this way, I hope to not
only show students why history is
so rewarding, but to also create an
environment in which current events
are challenged and debate is driven
by students themselves. History is
vital to better understand the world
we find ourselves in, but history is
also fun. I hope to use the role of
history prefect to show everyone the
joy and satisfaction that history can
bring. The facts aren’t important,
it’s what you do with them that can
move mountains.
Imogen, Year 12

AN INTRODUC TION TO

When studying history, it can sometimes
feel remote - what does it have to do with
me? Why is it important? Our history
prefect has perfectly answered the second
one, so I won’t steal their thunder. Year 7
and 8 have been on a journey of discovery
to answer the first by researching their
own heritage. Often, it is not until we
are much older that we get the chance
- if we haven’t left it too late - to ask our
parents and grandparents about their
lives. Our students have found out some
amazing things. Some see their parents
in a different light, have learned about
struggles and triumphs of grandparents
they knew nothing about. Many have
reported how nice it has been to keep in
touch with grandparents across the world
and the country, to interview them about
all sort of things. Universally, they have a
better idea of who they are and some idea
of how they fit into a much bigger picture.
Dr Mathews
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ART AND HIS TORY

W W1 CROSS CUR R ICUL A R PROJECT

W H AT LE A R NING A BOU T MY FA MILY
HISTORY H A S ME A NT TO ME...

“

I loved the topic we were set for
history in which we were asked
to interview family members
and find out about our family’s
history. I have found out a bit
more about my parents and my
history than I ever would have
if I hadn’t taken part in this topic.
One of the funniest and most
surprising things I found out was
about my Dad and how extreme
the Pakistani love for cricket is.
He told me that when he was
young, he and his friends would
use the streets as their cricket
fields. They would do it all. The
bowling, the batting, the fielding,
they used the whole street for it.
Even the houses along the sides.
He also told me that they broke
windows on the said houses.
Several times. However, (luckily
for them), the people on these
streets were used to it and
would simply tell the boys to be
more careful.
In order to make sure that they
weren’t told off further, these
boys (including my dad) would
run off for a while. However, it
wouldn’t be long before they
were back, playing cricket on
the streets again.
Zainab, Year 7

“

Studying about my family has been a really enjoyable and interesting
topic for me. I have learnt fascinating things about my family such as
how my Great-Great-Grandad was the mayor of a town in Tanzania,
my Grandma experienced an earthquake in India in the middle of the
night, my Grandad treated injured soldiers brought by trains to his
hospital during an Indian and Pakistan war and my Mum went tandem
sky diving in New Zealand! The things that I have found about my family
has fascinated me and I am glad that I was able to learn these things.

Mrs Martin-Smith and I organised a joint project for
Year 9 that allowed them to research what life was
like for those fighting in the trenches of WW1. The two
disciplines combined perfectly to allow students to take
a range of approaches, diary writing, poetry, studying
shell shock, war poets, the role of animals, war artists,
photography, and how art has captured war. Each
week students were given a stimulus task to get them
thinking in a range of ways, for example: the works of
Otto Dix and Paul Nash, the ‘Wiper Times’ (a satirical
newspaper produced by soldiers), readings on life in the
trenches, and the details of the Battle of the Somme.
The students have so impressed both teachers and a
very small selection of their fabulous work is contained
in these pages. The work of all the students will be
exhibited at school - books, diaries, letters, paintings,
PowerPoint, plays (with props), costume design, collage,
even a musical piece. They were truly awesome.
Dr Mathews

Priya, Year 8

“

I have really enjoyed this topic about family, I have found out things I
never knew about family, even close family members. It has also been a
lovely way to connect and still talk to each other during lockdown. Finding
out interesting names or what they were like is really interesting, it wasn’t
until now I realised there is so much about my family I don’t know, which
makes me want to find out more about my family. Overall this topic has
been amazing I feel even closer to my family than I was before.
Olivia, Year 8

“

I have really enjoyed studying my family, especially as my Great Granny
turned 100 years old on the 5th June 2020. It was interesting to research my
Family Tree and see how names follow through generations and see where
my middle name came from.
It was great to interview my Grandma and find out about her childhood.
She used to go out for a day on her bike with a picnic and her friends and
come home when she was ready. She also loves nature which is just like me!
It was also exciting to learn that my Great Grandad was awarded an MBE
from the Queen.
Natalie, Year 8
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R ELIGIOUS ST UDIES
NATIONA L SCHOOL
POETRY COMPETITION

JA MI A MOSQUE

Congratulations to six students in Year 9 who have
been placed within the top ten in the 13-16 age range
category with their poems entered in the National
Schools Poetry Competition 2019. This Competition is
designed to unlock the potential of young people and
to encourage them to express their emotions through
writing poetry about peace.

This year, both forms in Year 9 visited a local, grand Mosque
to expand knowledge on the faith of Islam. Upon arrival, we
removed our shoes, as a sign of respect and put on head
scarves, worn also for respect. We were guided into a large
prayer room, where we sat and learned all about Islam – the
beliefs, traditions, praying, worshipping, celebrations and
more. We were able to ask questions about the religion,
which were answered with detail – and we were taught about
the lifestyle and daily routine for some Muslim families. The
volunteer who taught us explained her private life also: her
daughter’s clothing requirements, praying at home, visiting
the Mosque. Overall, it was a good opportunity to learn more
about the faith of Islam, and to witness the inside of a Mosque
– which is a rare occasion for those who are not Muslim.

Sowmya, Diya, Mariam, Zara and Julia were all placed
within the top ten and Ruqayya’s poem came second
overall. A fantastic achievement and testament to
their RS creative and expressive work.

DERBY

Daisy, Year 9

HINDU TEMPLE

Listen, the sound of silence,
Listen, the hope of peace,
Open your eyes and wonder,
Find your love and then cease.
Step out into the street,
Look around to see mankind,
Open your heart to others,
Friendship and love you will find.
We all look to others,
See their face, height and compare,
Whereas in reality we’re all the same,
See the same world, breathe the same air.
We all have to work together,
Put in our own individual part
For only then can we unite,
Our joy, our love, our hearts.
As you close your eyes and fall asleep,
Take one last deep big breath,
And think about all that’s happened today,
For our mortal enemy is death.
Ruqayya, Year 9
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AT DERBY C ATHEDR AL

During our Year 9 RS lessons we got lots of opportunities to
learn about a variety or religions and the different temples
and places of worship. For example, one of our first RS trips
that took place this year was to the Derby Cathedral where
we got the opportunity to learn about Christianity. It was a
brilliant experience all thanks to the volunteers who allowed
us to ask questions and help us understand what it means
to be Christian. The volunteers and workers at the cathedral
are all very welcoming and encourage you to talk and ask
questions. I particularly enjoyed being able to listen to people’s
life stories and their religious experiences; this made the trip
more interesting too. I would highly recommend this to the
upcoming Year 9s as you get to learn new things as well as talk
to new people. You also get to hear a variety of answers to your
questions, making the experience more interesting and fun!
Ellie, Year 9

V ISIT TO THE
S YNAGOGUE

In January, Year 9 visited the Hindu Mandir Temple. As soon
as we were brought inside, we were asked to take our shoes
off as a sign of respect and cleanliness. There was a food
hall downstairs where some delicious meals were being
prepared for members of the Mandir. Then, we were taken
upstairs into the main hall where there were sacred images
of important figures in Hinduism called Murtis, such as
Ganesh. We all walked around the different deities and then
sat down on the carpeted floor. A member of the Mandir told
us all about Hinduism and the place of worship and we even
had the chance to ask questions and try out the sacred sound
of om. The priest gave us a gift (a small piece of chocolate
that was enjoyed by all) as Hindus believe that it is necessary
to give. Before we headed back downstairs, we stopped at
the entrance of the Mandir upstairs and we were told about
the large bell that hung from
the roof. We were told that
the bell was rung by people as
they walked into the Mandir
to awaken God. Our Form
Captains were lucky enough
to have a go at ringing it and it
surely was loud! The visit to the
Mandir was a great experience
for all of us, as it opened our
eyes to a whole new aspect of
the Derby community.

When we went to Singershill Synagogue
in Birmingham, we first went into
the children’s synagogue. Then, we
were taken into the main synagogue.
Inside the main synagogue, there were
chandeliers, which were really intricately
decorated in gold and very beautiful.
Most of the synagogue was decorated
with red, blue or gold, as these are royal
colours. There was a large Rose window
made of stained glass at the top of the
synagogue wall which you saw from
outside. From inside, the colours of the
glass (blue and red) were really bright!
In the centre of the Rose window, there
was a Star of David, one of the main
symbols of Judaism. I learnt that the six
points of the Star of David represent the
six days in which God created the world,
because he rested on the last day.
Most of the objects in the synagogue
had a link to the number 6 or 12, which
represents all the sons of Jacob and the
tribes of Israel. It was really interesting
to find out about Jewish Festivals and
I learnt a lot. Overall, I really enjoyed
the trip and felt that it enhanced our
learning about the religion which we
had done beforehand.

Julia, Year 9

Esther, Year 8

(MANDIR)

PE ACE

Y E A R 9 “GR ILL A CHR ISTI A N”
MOR A L DISCUSSIONS

TA R A BUDDHIST CENTR E
E T WALL

I had a great time at the Tara Buddhist centre. After a short bus ride, we
arrived and took our shoes off. We were then guided to a big, meditation
room where we asked questions and learned about the founders of
Buddhism and the founder of that specific centre. After we finished learning
about what meditation and rituals took place and when, we were told that
children the night before had placed gifts in front of the Buddha statue. Then,
we tried some meditation for ourselves. It was very peaceful, as the centre is
surrounded by trees and nature, so you could hear the birds singing outside.
After that, we went to the gift shop, where there were vegan sweets, and
other things to buy. It was a really lovely trip, and it was very relaxing.
Tabitha, Year 9
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CER N

YE AR 13 PHYSICS

INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR

TR IP TO C A MBR IDGE

PH YSICS
CH A LLENGES 2020

In March, the 13 physicists visited Cambridge to
look around the museum at the Cavendish Physics
Department and the electron microscopes in the
Department of Material Sciences. The purpose of the
trip was to see historical and working examples of
equipment that has played a crucial role in some of the
ground breaking experiments in physics in the last 150
years, which our students are currently studying in their
A-level option. We were very lucky to have a guided tour
of the museum by Jacob Butler, who explained the history
and workings of equipment on display; this included
a replica of Thomson’s apparatus that discovered the
electron, the original, slightly battered, device designed
by Chadwick that identified the neutron and one of the
DNA double helix models built before the availability of
computers by Watson and Crick, to name but a few. In
the space of twenty minutes, we were shown no fewer
than five original pieces of equipment that won Nobel
Prizes for physics, and which were developed in the
department! Afterwards, we made the short walk to the
materials sciences department where Dr John Walmsley
kindly showed us the workings of both scanning and
transmission electron microscopes using a range of
samples and his considerable expertise. To finish our trip,
we took advantage of the sunny weather and walked into
the centre of the city to see some of the older, historical
colleges and departments, and took the opportunity
to have some much needed tea and cakes before the
journey back to Derby. We would like to thank Jacob
Butler and John Walmsley for giving up their time to make
the trip interesting and relevant for our Year 13 students.

This year we were very busy with competitions
organised by the British Physics Olympiad
running for our Year 11 and Year 12.

INTERMEDIATE PHYSICS CHALLENGE
Nine Year 11 physics students gave up their lunch
time earlier this month to participate in the annual
Intermediate Physics Challenge. This is a 1 hour paper
which provides a real test of physics concepts, and like
all Olympiad competitions, is aimed at the country’s
best physics students. All our students performed well
and should be proud of their achievement. We had
8 commendations and 1 bronze. Congratulations to
everyone for all their efforts!

SENIOR PHYSICS CHALLENGE
All Year 12 physics students participated in the annual
Senior Physics Challenge earlier this month. The 1
hour paper provided some genuinely challenging
physics problems to stretch and test them. All our
students performed well and should be proud of their
achievement. We had 4 commendations and 1 bronze.
Congratulations to everyone for their efforts!

For many Sixth Form physics and
chemistry students, our plan for the
Easter holidays was to travel with
school to go and visit CERN, just
outside Geneva, in Switzerland. I was
particularly excited for this trip, not just
because I haven’t been on a school trip
abroad since my Year 6 trip to France,
but far more importantly because
of the incredible experience it would
have been to visit what is arguably
the most famous particle accelerator
in the world! Particle physics was one
of my favourite topics in L6, and it’s
something I hope to be able to study
further at university. However, it won’t
surprise anyone to hear that our trip,
like everything else, was cancelled due
to COVID-19. Luckily for us, Mrs Orr
managed to secure us a spot on a
virtual tour, complete with a talk by
Dr. Mick Storr, so on Friday 5th June,
Suhani, Eleanor, and I tuned in to watch.

Throughout the talk, we were able
to interact with Dr. Storr through the
‘chat’ feature of the streaming service,
so he asked us questions, and we
were able to ask him questions too.

This helped the talk become really
enjoyable and engaging, because even
if we weren’t able to go there ourselves
to get the full experience, at least we
managed to get the next best thing. I
would love even more to be able to go
over there and see it for myself!
Sophie, Year 12

STEM

M ATHS

Dr Bhattacharyya

UKMT

M ATHS TRUST CH A LLENGES
A ND E V ENTS 2019/20
Back in the Autumn Term we saw
our Key Stage 5 mathematicians
take part in the Individual Senior
Maths Challenge in school which, as
always, was indeed a challenge! This
was followed by the Senior Team
Challenge at Derby University where
a team of four knocked on the
door of the top 10 amongst a very
strong field. This was followed by
the Intermediate Maths Challenge
with a very strong showing where
six students qualified for the
follow-on Kangaroo round. After
this we were sadly affected by
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The tour started with a little bit about
the history of CERN, like how it was
set up in Geneva because after the
Second World War, many European
researchers left to go to the USA, for
better research opportunities, so
CERN was set up closer to home to
encourage them to stay. It started
off with only 12 member states, but
now it’s used by researchers from all
over the world! Then, we learnt about
the missions of CERN; how it wishes
to push the boundaries of existing
knowledge, develop new technologies
for use in particle physics, train new
scientists and engineers, and to unite
people from around the world.

world events, with the Maths
Team Challenge postponed for the
year, however the Junior Maths
Challenge did indeed take place,
albeit completely online, and we
saw some excellent performances
here. In amongst this, we also
had a room full of dedicated
mathematicians back in January
staying after school to participate
in the very first UKMT webinar on
“Modular Arithmetic”. It felt great
to be pioneers of this type of event!
Mr Dodson

V IRT UA L
BLETCHLE Y TR IP
2020

We were very sad not to be able to
make our regular trip to Bletchley this
year. However, undeterred, we had a
virtual trip instead! Throughout the
day when we were due to visit, the
Maths Twitter feed posted information
about what we would have been doing
at that time, with some interesting
facts about the site to whet our
appetite for a return.
Mr Dodson
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M ATHS IN ACTION
On Monday 3rd December, the
Maths Department took 14 eager
mathematicians to an action-packed
day at the University of Warwick.
During the day, the students had
the opportunity to listen to five
inspirational talks from leading
figures in the world of mathematics.
This was part of the KS5 Maths in
Action programme by The Training
Partnership.
The day started with an engaging
lecture from David Acheson on the
history of infinite sequences which
ended with a tremendous electric

guitar solo - just to prove you can
find maths in the most unexpected
of places!
The second lecture was from the
event organiser Matt Scroggs. He
demonstrated the link between
decision maths and our favourite
computer games such as Pacman
and Asteroids. The students also
learnt how these games would
change, if they were mapped onto
4D shapes such as a Klein bottle.
Next was Vicky Neale, with an
intriguing animation representing
prime numbers and prime factors.

This lecture was extremely interactive
because Vicky had the whole audience
trying to guess the pattern of the
following number before it was shown.
She went on to explain the recent
progress to prove the famous Twin
Primes Conjecture and how prime
numbers continue to provide a
stimulus for mathematicians today.
The final talk from Colin Wright was
well worth waiting for and perhaps the
highlight of the day. Colin’s application
of patterns and predictions, enhanced
by his juggling abilities was fascinating.
It was especially fun when the audience
had the opportunity to create their own
juggling trick for Colin to perform.
The day was finished off nicely with
a little bit of singing on the return
journey. I would like to take the
opportunity to thank Mr Dodson and
Ms Coggle for such a captivating day.
I would recommend other students
to take the opportunity to experience
Maths in Action, as it opens your mind
to the many different applications
of mathematics.
Caitlin, Year 11

M ATHS W EEK
ENGL A ND 2019

Last November saw the inaugural
Maths Week England and we saw
a wide variety of maths-related
activities in the school. From form
time maths quizzes, lunchtime
Kahoot in the hall to KS3 team
maths challenges in lessons, we
really saw a buzz around the
school. We were also treated to
a maths department assembly
where we were introduced to five
of the most important numbers
in mathematics; each one with
a distinct identity and purpose.
Students were then able to show
their support for their favourite
with stickers, which was a lot
of fun! Special thanks go to our
maths prefects Jaimy and Rosie
who took on the tricky roles of
zero and 1. We look forward to
the next one with anticipation.
Mr Dodson
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ENGINEER ING

STEM

ENGINEER ING
ENGINEER ING EDUC ATION SCHEME
In October, the EES team met
with the JCB mentors from the
Attachments-Engineering division
and were tasked with the challenge
to design a beach cleaning
attachment that would separate
debris from beach sand into an
easily accessible storage unit.
Each team member felt that the
aim of cleaning beaches strongly
resonated with them and each one
of them were excited to contribute
to the task at hand by putting their
technical brains to the test.
On the 15th of October, the project
commenced with a trip to the Army
Barracks in Nottingham, where
knowledge about the Engineering
Scheme was expanded upon and
several educational and problemsolving activities were exposed to
the team. The skills learnt during

the launch have been the foundation
of this project and have led to the
utilisation of everyone’s strengths
to the project’s advantage.

After thorough research and
several brainstorming sessions,
a concept based on JCB’s mixer
bucket was finalised.

The team regularly met up with the
JCB mentors once a week to present
designs, get feedback and review
their process of working. In the
first few weeks of the project, the
team commenced their research
by looking up pre-existing efficient
beach cleaning attachments of
competitors that used hydraulics and
created several mood boards.

However, during the residential at
Loughborough University, the final
design was further tweaked and the
gear mechanism had to be removed
due to structural reasons during the 3D
printing process. The team learnt how
to coordinate tasks and co-operate with
each other as changes made to one
person’s section affected another’s.

The first stage of designing the
attachment, was brainstorming ideas
which were generated in meetings
outside the allotted time with the
mentors. During these sessions, the
team bounced around ideas for initial
design developments and worked
on making prototypes as shown in
the pictures.

After the residential, during the
weekly meetings, the different
parts of the model were gradually
assembled and altered in the school’s
design technology lab as shown.
Unfortunately, testing couldn’t
commence due to the Covid-19
outbreak. However, despite the
limitations caused by the Covid-19
lockdown, the team ensured they
had group video calls to discuss the
next steps of completing the project
and they intend to finish testing
their model, make any necessary
alterations and finish the last section
of their report.
Suhani, Year 12

GO4SET ENGINEER ING PROJECT
The Year 9 Go4set engineering
project started one week before
school closed. This team worked on
their own showing real persistence
and independence. Here is the
team’s reflection:

“We were all really excited when given
the chance to do Go4Set this year and
despite being in lockdown we kept
going with our meetings virtually.
Although we didn’t have our original
research or the help from the mentors,
we were still able to carry on with the
project. We used Microsoft Teams
to do virtual calls and plan what we
were going to do that week. Our group

contained Julia, Tabitha, Alice, Eleanor,
Bella, Areej and Keira and we were all
able to work together really well. We
completed a report, PowerPoint and
model to show our ideas about how
we could help our school save more
energy. We came up with the ideas of
installing solar panels, having a green
roof, automatic lights, switching off
computer monitors when not in use,
using the electric bikes to create some
energy for the school and bio-gas. This
was a great learning experience for
us all and we have all learnt so much
from this project.”
Mrs Orr
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CENTR A L
ZONA L SCHOOLS
TR A MPOLINE
CH A MPIONSHIPS
C ARDIFF, WALES

YE AR 7 AND 8

SPORTS H A LL ATHLETICS

SENIOR

SPORT
SPORTS C A PTA IN

HOUSE PA R K RUN

Thank you and farewell to Sarah our
2019-2020 Sports Captain.

This year saw the launch of our new house event, House
Park Run! Students, teachers and family members took to
Markeaton Park and other local parks, which are supported
by the Parkrun organisation, to run, jog or walk 5k for their
House. For some participants this was the first Parkrun they
had participated in
and the first 5k run
they had completed.
It was fantastic to
see families taking
part together and
supporting each
other, along with
teachers and other
Derby High staff.

As Sports Captain at Derby High School, Sarah has
been a role model to other students, promoting
the values of fair play and sportspersonship.
She is a dedicated sportsperson herself and has
encouraged other students to get involved in
sport at Derby High School. Sarah has promoted
the importance of being active and provided
students with the opportunity to get involved in
a variety of sporting activities.
Miss Stirland

“

The past year has been hectic. Since becoming
Sports Captain just before sports day, until passing
the baton to Poppy, there is hardly a dull moment.
Although I missed the summer events, I have a lot
of great skills to take away with me. I wish Poppy all
the best and hope she has just as much fun as I did.
Sar ah, Year 13
Hello and welcome to Poppy our new
2020-2021 Sports Captain.

“

I am super excited to be Sports Captain this year
and I’m really looking forward to working with all
age groups to share my passion for sport! Hopefully
I can carry on Sarah’s good work, and continue to
get everyone involved.
Poppy, Year 12
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Miss Stirland

On the 22nd of January, an athletics
team travelled to Lees Brook School
to compete in the Sports Hall Athletics
competition. The team consisted of
Year 7 boys and girls. This was our first
time competing in Sports Hall Athletics
so we were unsure of what to expect.
Each of our players was assigned a
different event such as long jump,
triple jump and shot putting. All of
the members of our team performed

exceptionally considering this was
our first time at this competition.
From every single school taking part
there was an amazing show of strength
and athleticism and the experience
was one none of us will forget.
We all learnt something new at the
competition and we came away with
personal victories, but knowing next
time we would do even better...
George, Year 7

U13 FOOTBA LL TOUR NA MENT
On 9th January
Mr Quichaud
sent his U13’s
team into
action for two
games in a mini
tournament
played at Derby
Moor School.
In their first competitive outing, the
team secured runners-up in the
tournament after drawing the first
game, then dominating the second
against the home side Derby Moor
with an impressive 2–0 victory.
The team were set-up with an
attacking formation, showing
adventure and unpredictability.
This was highlighted when running
at opponents, which brought the
first-half goal. The move was started
at the back with some impressive
work from Beth who linked
instinctively with Ruhma, to send
a sumptuous twenty yard pass to
release Kitty, who with some neat
footwork and change of direction

created the space to open the scoring.
After the break the Derby High team
picked up where they had left off
quickly adding a second goal. Zoe
picked up the ball on the halfway line,
and instinctively found Claire who
hoisted the ball long down the field,
the ball was then flicked on by Rosie
to Kitty who sprinted onto an inviting
ball to double the lead as she curled
the ball high past the oncoming
keeper. In the dying seconds Hettie
almost added a third, after some
impressive footwork to beat the full
back she attempted what would have
been a spectacular strike had the
Derby Moor keeper not produced the
save of the tournament to flick the
ball over the right side of the cross
bar. Following these performances it
is evident that Mr Quichaud has built
a promising Derby High U13 side,
formidable at the back, creative and
disciplined in the midfield, with an
unerring ruthlessness in front of goal.

After competing in the Regional
Trampolining Competition and
successfully progressing to The
Central Zonal Schools Trampoline
Championships, we headed to the
Sports Wales National Centre in
Cardiff, Wales on Saturday 18th
January. Millie, Evie, Priya and Megan
made up the Derby High School 7–8
Novice group. We met up at 8:45am
in the school car park and began the
4 hour journey to Cardiff. We entered
Wales by crossing the massive Prince
of Wales Bridge over the Severn
estuary before making our way to
Cardiff. On arrival at the Sport Wales
National Centre we had just a few
minutes to refresh ourselves before
it was time for us to start warming up
for the first flight.
Millie was competing as an individual
and scored a total of 49.400 after
both flights. This meant she came 5th
overall. As a team everyone did their
best and we were all happy with our
performances and all our hours of hard
work clearly paid off as we came 3rd.
Going to Cardiff gave us the inspiration
to work even harder, all of us feel
very lucky to have been given the
opportunity to do this competition.
Millie, Evie, Priya
and Megan, Year 8

Kitty, Year 7
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SW IM MING GA L A

MILE AGE CH A LLENGE

16 swimmers streamlined their
way to Stamford to compete in the
GSA swimming gala! The gala was
a very high standard with teams
from Warwick, Cambridge, Bedford
and Stamford, but Derby High were
definitely up for a challenge!!

During lockdown there has been a
competition, where you have three weeks
to walk or run as far as you can. There
were three awards that were available to
win, Gold – 150 miles, Silver – 100 miles
and Bronze 50 miles.

The U11 team of Jessica, Joy, Isobel
and Emma Jane gave their all in their
individual races and relays and gained
a clutch of third places. Well done
to them in their first gala! The U15 A
team of Lexi, Megan, Zoé and Esme
had some very strong competition,
particularly in the relays. Nevertheless
Lexi achieved a superb 2nd place in
the individual backstroke and Megan
won her individual 50m breaststroke.
Esme collected a 4th place in the 50m
freestyle and Zoé, who is only 11 years
old, also achieved a 4th place! The
U15 B team swam well and they had 2
members who are only 11 years of age
too! They had some very close finishes
individually and in their relays, so well
done to Lottie, Alice and the young
members Sophia and Kitty!
The U18 team competed as a team last
year and won their individual races and
relays. Caitlin, Libby, Lucy and Aimeé
were awesome again today and were
applauded for their outstanding speed
and style. All four of the students won
their individual races and stormed to
victory in the medley and freestyle
relays. Fantastic swimming - they
did Derby High proud!
Mrs Hancock

CIT Y SCHOOL S

CROSS COUNTRY
CH A MPIONSHIPS
In November, a group of Year 7s and
three Year 10s went to Moorways
Athletics stadium to compete in the
Derby City Cross Country Finals.
Even though the weather was not
particularly great, the Derby High
spirits were high!
First off, it was the Year 7 girls. The
terrain was quite hilly, but the girls did
amazing! Then, it was the boys; they
had even more hills in their route, but
they ploughed through till the end.
After a few more different age groups
running, it was the Year 10 girls time.
We were against the Year 11s as well
as having one of the longest and
hardest routes! I came in 3rd place,
but Louise and Hettie did incredible
considering this was their first race
of the ongoing races that had been
taking place and the fact that we were
running quite a distance!
All in all, everybody was very pleased
with where they came. I can definitely
say that out of the past three years
that I’ve been doing these Derby City
Cross Country races, this year’s turnout
and spirits were the best! I would
completely recommend taking part!
Annabelle, Year 10

L4 DA NCE LE A DER S
During the Autumn Term, Year 8
were doing a topic about Bollywood
dancing, where I volunteered to teach
some choreography. There are many
forms of this dance style; we did a
form of known as Garba.
As we only had a few weeks, we split
everyone into 3 groups, and we learnt
the choreography. I was leading
one group, Sushmitha was leading
another; Miss Stirland was leading the
other group. Teaching choreography
to a reduced amount of people
is easier. Some who claimed they
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U16 NETBA LL

COUNT Y TOURNAMENT
On Wednesday 9th October the U16
team travelled to Repton to compete
in the county championships. Their
first match was against Chapel School
where the team showed improvement
from their match at Littleover on the
previous night. Libby and Mysha got
some great shots in with the help of
Alice, Ellie and Olivia getting the ball
into the shooting circle, with the match
ending in 18-6 to us. Our next match
was against Lady Manners where
Lucy and Harriet kept persisting with
their defence work but we had an
unfortunate loss. Our next opposition
was QEGs and Lauren made some
great interceptions, along with some
excellent teamwork all round, ending
in a close 8-7 to them. Well done to
the U16s for showing their excellent
persistence and strong skills.
Freya, Year 11

I won this competition by achieving 155
miles/ gold. It was very hard and involved
long runs. The furthest I ran was 10k and
the furthest I walked was 12k. Due to the
lockdown and exercise restrictions I had to
do quite a few laps of my garden. I worked it
out and you had to do just over 7 miles a day
so aimed for about 12.5k a day. It was really
hard but my competitiveness drove me to go
out even when I really didn’t want to. So I am
very happy that I pushed myself to do well in
this competition and it was worth it.
Daisy, Year 9

DERBY HIGH

EQUESTR I A N TE A M
The Derby High Equestrian team braved the
wet weather on Sunday 26th January at the
Schools Equestrian Games Arena Eventing
competition hosted at Weston Lawns.
Darcy entered both of her ponies with Pip,
her youngster going to experience a bigger
venue. Darcy’s second ride Dodger did a
fabulous clear at 80cm but unfortunately a
fast time kept them just out of the rosettes.
Isabelle and Olivia competed in the 90cm.
Isabelle’s pony Jack gave her a challenging
ride and decided to save themselves for
another day. Olivia and Bruno completed a
clear and were delighted to be placed 4th.

TA SS

TA LENTED ATHLETE
SCHOL A R SHIP SCHEME
Once again, Derby High were privileged to take part in the Talented
Athlete Scholarship Scheme (TASS). This year there are two schemes
– one in partnership with the University of Derby and another that is
just being established, where Derby High is a TASS centre. I was lucky
enough to take part in the scheme with the University of Derby last
year, then be invited to join the new Dual Career scheme. As this new
scheme is just getting going, the University of Derby offered for us to
join their sessions, which were just as beneficial second time round!
Overall, I feel that everyone who took part in TASS this year enjoyed
the experience and the extra support it gave to our sporting careers.
It is a brilliant opportunity and I would encourage anyone who has
the chance to get involved!
Caitlin, Year 12

were not dancers, turned out to be
excellent Bollywood dancers.

HOCK E Y V R EPTON

On the final week, everyone
showcased their performances;
they were all amazing. Despite
the fact, most of them had not
done Bollywood dancing, the final
performance from everyone was
outstanding. Thank you, Miss
Stirland, for allowing me to teach this
choreography, I had a great time. Also,
thank you Sushmitha for assisting me
and leading one of the groups

On Tuesday, the 1st XI hockey team travelled to Repton to play the first
game of the season against their U16Bs. With a number of our pupils
playing hockey at club level, the standard of hockey was promising
and the team created a number of scoring opportunities. Repton
were able to sneak a few goals in the first half, but Derby High never
gave up and showed great determination, both on and off the ball.
After a quick team talk at half time, the team went back out raring to
go. A couple more goals went in from Repton, but a penalty corner
in the final minutes saw Alice smash a beautiful strike against the
backboard. Certainly a score that didn’t reflect the game, but their
effort and determination was great to see. Well done to the team.

Diya, Year 8

Miss Allum
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As ever, last year’s Sixth Form have done nothing but
impress; from their maturity, thoughtfulness and
ability to laugh, to their impressive bunch of post-18
offers which includes UCAS and apprenticeships
again this year. We have more unconditionals
amongst the offers than ever before and this is a
testament to the strong applicants that our students
are; the universities will go out of their way to
snap them up. Even more importantly, they are
not always the offers taken: our students have the
strength of mind to be able to hold out for the offer
they really want and have worked so hard to achieve.
The House Captains have led their houses to
victory with pride and sometimes sheer
stubbornness – each has won something – and
they always come out smiling! The buddy system
has been especially important this year with our
new co-educational intake, hundreds of pounds
have been raised for charity and the Business
Enterprise teams have created and sold their
inventive wares. The Truly Educated programme
continues to grow and this year included finance,
careers, health and sex education and employability
readiness sessions as well as many others.
I am especially proud of the way all of our Sixth Form
handled the enforced lockdown due to COVID-19.
Our students were understanding, accepting and
incredibly quick thinking: I am thinking especially
of the amazing leavers’ video that was put together
in the 24 hours we had before the school had to
shut! Year 12 have continued to produce work of
an excellent standard throughout the entire term,
demonstrating their resolute determination to
continue on their path to success. Sports Day went
ahead as planned; virtually, of course! As such, our
students have COVID proofed their futures. It may
not have been the Summer Term they envisaged,
but it is most definitely one they can be proud of.
Mrs Bellman
Head of Sixth Form
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TR IP TO KOLK ATA

WITH C ATHEDR AL RELIEF SERVICE

Some of our memories and thoughts from the trip:

“

Working with CRS was a truly unforgettable experience for me. From teaching
the children English to visiting women’s empowerment projects, the trip
opened my eyes to the power of humanity and the importance of helping
others. Some of my highlights of the trip were: touring Kolkata on a golden
boat, Visiting Mother Teresa’s Mother House and exploring all of the beautiful
temples, including the Parashnath Jain temple.

“

One of the most memorable parts of
the trip for me was the boat ride up
the River Ganges. The journey took
us along the river’s edge, offering
a new and fascinating perspective
of the country around us. It was
incredible to learn more about India
and everyone on the trip was inspired
by the thriving city and the energy of
the people that we spent the evening
with. It is a day that I will never forget,
and I will always be grateful to CRS for
giving me that opportunity.
In October 2019 fourteen Derby High Sixth Form
students, along with Chaplain Jo, Mrs Driver and
Reverend Anita Matthews from St Peter’s Church Derby,
travelled to Kolkata to work with Cathedral Relief
Service (CRS) and experience life in India for ten days.
As part of the trip we got the opportunity to see parts
of the city such as the Jain Temples and the Victoria
Memorial. We also experienced first-hand some of the
work CRS is doing, particularly their work with children
and some of the women’s empowerment projects.
A highlight for the whole group and something that
impacted each one of us really powerfully was the
opportunity to teach English in the schools. Teaching
children in a range of different schools, was a great
opportunity for us to step out of our comfort zone and
try something new. Seeing the joy that the children got
from simply being able to go to school really enabled us
to appreciate what we have – to reflect on our own lives
and see how lucky we are for the opportunities we get in
terms of school and education in the UK.
The hospitality of CRS and every person that we
encountered was incredibly touching. We were
grateful for every opportunity to meet new people
and experience new things. The fact that everyone
we met was so willing to share with us no matter how
much or little they had, made us reflect on the material
possessions that we have and see as being vital.
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“

I thoroughly appreciated the cultural
diversity in the Jain temples as it was
very didactic and a side of Hinduism
that is very under represented. The
trip to the more rural countryside
area was definitely worth the long
journey as it was a breathtaking area
with very welcoming people and
needless to say, the whole trip was
enjoyable overall.

We thoroughly enjoyed the trip.
They made us feel safe and
welcomed into the community.
They helped us to overcome the
language barrier, and we will be
forever grateful to them for their
help. The trip was a truly inspiring
one and we will all remember it for
the rest of our lives. Every aspect
of the trip was memorable, and
every single one of us has learnt
something about ourselves.

The India Team:
Annie, Ella, Emily, Gabrina,
Gr ace, Gr ace, Lucy, Lydia,
Meghana, Mia, Rene, Shantia,
Suhani & Vaishnavi
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DUK E OF EDINBURGH
AWAR D SCHEME

This academic year has been another successful
but somewhat disjointed year for DofE due to the
pandemic outbreak, but as usual our students
have remained resilient throughout.
In September, 32 students enrolled for the Bronze
Award, 22 for Silver and 11 for the Gold Awards
– all of whom had previously achieved Bronze
and or Silver. We are delighted that so many of
our students choose to support the award, and
take up a variety of different activities ranging
from volunteering for charities, the Brownies and
afterschool clubs. The physical and skills activities
include playing musical instruments, learning the
trapeze, dancing, rowing, interior design, scrapbook
design and a multitude of team sports. As many
students started their activities prior to lockdown
there have been many who have been very creative
in adapting their activities to maintain their awards,
which include caring for neighbours, home cooking,
growing vegetables, learning sign language and
doing online learning as well as individual home
gyms, walking, cycling and running. Unfortunately
the expeditions had to be cancelled due to the
pandemic but we are hoping that these can resume
to enable students to complete the awards in full.
We are also pleased that 62 of our students from
previous cohorts achieved their awards in this
academic year, leaving Derby High School as the
leading independent school with just under 10%
of the total awards achieved of the twenty schools
delivering DofE across the city.

Reflections from students who have
completed DofE:

“

My favourite part of DofE is definitely the expeditions,
although they can become miserable in the rain, my
group always found something to laugh about.
I also really like how the volunteering section can help
your application to university courses – this is part of the
reason why I chose to do Gold DofE. I did my volunteering
section at an elderly care home for my Silver award and
at London Road Community Hospital for Gold, which
applies well to my university subject of Dentistry. I can
talk about my experiences in my personal statement and
in interviews, which is attractive to universities and will
help me receive offers, especially as work experience is
often hard to find for clinical courses.
Lucy, Year 12

“

I’ve really enjoyed DofE and found that every year was
a new challenge especially with the extreme weather
conditions on different expeditions. It allowed me to
learn how to cope no matter the weather and how
working, and collaborating, with your team can make
the experience easier and more enjoyable. This has
made me want to push myself further so I look forward
to using our past knowledge to be able to work through
any challenges we face on Gold DofE.
Eliza, Year 12
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“

When I was in the lower school at Derby High,
I remember watching with envy as the older students
went up to receive their Duke of Edinburgh awards and
I saw it as a rite of passage for me. Now I’ve obtained
my silver and bronze awards and I’m entering a new
rite of passage post Derby High, I questioned whether
I wanted to participate in the gold award?

“

Apart from realising that a lot of people were scared of
cows, my greatest learning was the importance of ‘we’
and not ‘me’. When one of our team members were
vulnerable, we supported her and gave her the strength
to complete the expedition as one team, and as a result
we were the first team to finish and in one piece, so with
this and other memorable moments, how could I not
undertake the Gold Duke of Edinburgh Award!

Caitlin, Year 12

Maisie, Year 12

Gabriella, Year 11

Although the D of E expedition is a tough few days, I have
always thoroughly enjoyed it. I love the challenge of pushing
yourself not only physically but in terms of navigation, and
the independence it gives you is exciting. I can’t wait to do
my Gold expedition and complete the set!

“

I loved all sections of DofE however my favourite was
the expedition as we were challenged as a team whilst
having lots of jokes and fun together, and creating
unforgettable memories!”
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BUSINESS ENTER PR ISE
This year the Year 12 enterprise project had two very strong teams who competed against each
other in a series of business themed events. Activities included; creating a business structure,
developing team roles, holding meetings and production of goods for sale. The students learnt
pricing strategies, sales techniques and created superb social media accounts to promote their new
businesses. The entire enterprise project was hands-on and student-led; they decided what they
would sell and where and when they would sell it. Students said that one of the most interesting
parts of the project was learning how easy it would be to start a micro business at university for an
additional income. Naiya, Lydia, Maisie Grace and Purvi managed their teams and even held group
social activities to help them gel as a group. We look forward to seeing what amazing products
there will be next year.
Mrs Hilton

Business

GEMEROUS
This year’s business enterprise team, GeMerous,
produced and sold gemstone bracelets. Our main
aim as a company was to create a product which was
meaningful yet stylish and chic. With the ever-increasing
demand for spiritual and zodiac related products we only
purchased gemstones which had meaning behind them;
for example, our rose quartz stone bracelet represented
confidence and love.

CH AR ITIES
This year the students of Derby High School have done a great range of
fundraising for various different charities. Multiple bake sales have been
done, including the Macmillan coffee morning where a whole host of baked
goods were sold to both the students and visitors. Several non-uniform
days were also done in order to raise money, including the annual Jeans for
Genes day in which people across the UK participated by wearing jeans to
bring awareness of those children with genetic disorders, Christmas jumper
day in aid of St Peter’s Church ‘Serve the City’ project and Children in Need.
Once again, the Children in Need dress up day was a highly competitive
event, with costumes ranging from Greek Gods to minions. All these
events raised lots of money to support the chosen charities, in addition
to bringing awareness. For the harvest festival this year a large amount of
donations were split between Derby City Mission and the Padley Centre.
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, some of the events planned for chosen
Lent charities could not occur. However, many did including sponsored
silences and raffles raising money for charities such as Australian Bush
Fires, Sense, Guide Dogs for the Blind and the RSPCA. This year money
has also been raised for the mental health charity- Mind- across both the
Primary and Senior School.
Hamna, Year 12

The business enterprise GeMerous team consisted of 7
students, all of whom prided themselves on the high quality
of the handmade bracelets. When initially designing our
product, we wanted to make it relevant and suitable for all
demographics to purchase, so we conducted some market
research and found out what people wanted to buy; through
this we discovered our bracelet. After finding our target
market we had to come up with a name that represented
our product and our ethos. GeMerous. A gemstone bracelet
that allows you to be generous to yourself.
Whilst being Co-Managing director with Lydia, we’ve learnt
how to successfully work together and persist as a team
as well as understand how to delegate tasks. Additionally,
we’ve learnt how to correlate and utilise the strategies
and techniques learnt in business lessons to a real-life
business in order to successfully market our product.
Overall, the experience of being within the team of
GeMerous has allowed me to maintain a further
understanding of how businesses work, and the skill set
required to manage one. Since the competition, I feel I
have developed a more innovative nature, enabling me
to bring a new dynamic to tasks- approaching them with
originality, passion and enthusiasm.
Naiya, Year 12
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SK ILLS FOR LIFE
The enrichment programmes, led
by Mrs Goodman, have been so
varied and eventful this year! Year
12 have a ‘Skills for Life’ session once
a week, whilst Year 13 enjoy being
‘Truly Educated’. Year 12 started the
year with a Study & Research skills
unit, covering all of the advanced
reading and writing skills that they
will need for A level and EPQ study.
These ranged from note-taking and
embedding references to writing
literature reviews and designing
GANTT charts.

that our students have plenty to
say in their personal statements!
We even squeezed in a day trip to
Loughborough University, which was
full of useful tips and hints for our
students’ applications! After that, a
wide range of life skills were covered,
from safe driving with Wright Start to
food budgeting for university; Sexual
Health, LGBTQ+ and drug education
sessions. Each student had an
individual future planning interview
with the Sixth Form team and this
was followed up later in the year.

We then moved onto investigating
super-curricular activities with each
of the students: what could they
do to make themselves EVEN more
appealing to their future universities
and employers? These range from
extra reading in a particular area, to
listening to podcasts and entering
essay competitions. Applications
are competitive and we ensure

Year 13 had just as eventful a year
in their Truly Educated sessions. We
of course completed the UCAS and
apprenticeship application process,
but alongside this ran a wide variety
of sessions, including welcoming
Lisa Ambler from Loughborough
University to speak about Fees and
Finance. Yipiyap talked to the year
group about gap year tutoring and

InvestIN led a session on interview
techniques. We also ran sessions
on Life After Derby High, student
cooking, visited the climbing centre
in Derby and a session on personal
safety. Household budgeting, PE and
the traditional Christmas Quiz were
also highlights as ever!
Mrs Bellman

GROW YOUR
OWN SUNSHINE
During lockdown we decided to try and bring a little
sunshine into our lives by growing sunflowers. Our
‘grow your own sunshine’ project saw individuals and
families across the school community sowing, planting,
watering and enjoying the results. A huge thank you to
everyone who shared pictures with us at any stage of
the process. We hope you enjoy this selection.
Chaplain Jo

SIX TH FORM

C AR EER S
Our programme of visiting speakers
is an integral part of our Co-Curricular
provision at Derby High School and
for most of the year we enjoyed
fascinating input from a wide range of
visitors. As always, the vast majority
of these were friends and partners of
the school, and many were parents or
former students. This really helps to
bring careers to life for our students
and there is always an excellent turn
out at the talks. Highlights of this
year include visits from Ying Wan
Loh of Rolls Royce, who was recently
awarded Young Female Engineer of
the Year; Professor Mandy Hampshire,
Head of Admissions at Nottingham
University School of Medicine, and
Professor Abigail Harrison-Moore of
Leeds University School of Fine Art
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and Museum studies. From a careers
and employability perspective we
have had visits from companies such
as EON, Balfour Beatty, local law and
finance firms and gap year providers
Yipiyap. We are a partner school with
InvestIN, one of the leading providers
of internships and work experience
programmes for young people in a
vast range of areas of employment.

We are delighted to
be shortlisted for
two awards this year
for our Careers and
Employability provision
and look forward to
finding out if we have
won at the end of this year.
Mr Lee
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